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	The Qt environment is THE new platform to make and build mobile applications. Get ahead of the crowd with this timely tutorial on developing GUIs.


	Qt for Symbian takes a unique look at this cutting-edge programming environment. Step-by-step it explains Qt in an easy to access fashion, using simple examples throughout.


	Key topics include:

	
		Installing the developer platform / SDK
	
		Explaining the basic Qt environment
	
		The extension of the Qt module
	
		Communication
	
		Sensors
	
		Simple examples for Qt for Symbian and much more



	Using Qt, you can develop applications and user interfaces once, and deploy them across many desktop and embedded operating systems without rewriting the source code. This widely known and employed cross platform development tool is newly applied to the Symbian platform and will have a massive impact on Symbian phones for the next decade.


	This Nokia-endorsed primer is written by an expert author team who are involved in the new release of Qt and are some of the best developers in the field. Qt for Symbian will ultimately save you costs, development resources, and will help you get to market faster!
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Applied Computational Fluid Dynamics Techniques: An Introduction Based on Finite Element MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is concerned with the efficient numerical solution of the partial differential equations that describe fluid dynamics. CFD techniques are commonly used in the many areas of engineering where fluid behavior is an important factor. Traditional fields of application include aerospace and automotive design, and more...
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Building the Perfect PCO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Build a PC that will outperform any brand-name box on the market

	
		Yes, even if you’re not a total geek you can build your own PC -- and we guarantee it’s worth the effort. You’ll discover that the quality is better and the cost is much lower than any comparable off-the-shelf PC you can buy. Design...
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Best Jobs for the 21st CenturyJIST Works, 2006
We kept this introduction short to encourage you to actually read it. For this reason, we don’t provide many details on the technical issues involved in creating the job lists or descriptions. Instead, we give you short explanations to help you understand and use the information the book provides for career exploration or planning. We think...
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Frommer's Bermuda 2011 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010

	If you’ve decided that Bermuda sounds like the perfect place to relax, feel free to start unwinding right now, because we’ve done all the legwork for you. Below you’ll find our carefully compiled lists of the best that Bermuda has to offer, from beaches and dive sites to resorts, restaurants, and sightseeing—and nearly...
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Adobe Acrobat 8 for Windows and Macintosh (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Adobe Acrobat 8 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart Guide uses a combination of task-based instruction and strong visuals to teach beginning and intermediate users how to be more productive with Adobe Acrobat. Author John Deubert takes readers step by step through all of the Adobe Acrobat 8 essentials, both basic--creating and viewing...
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Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2004
Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and Applications considers transformations within the context of computing science and information science, as they are essential in changing organizations.

Data today is in motion, going from one location to another. It is more and more moving between systems, system components,...
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